Locality computed based on the distance between adjacent references to files is likely to be poorer than locality based
Introduction
on the distance between references to blocks, since many blocks are referenced sequentially within files. (3) Locality metrics need to be comparable across workloads and To increase performance, modern storage consists of many data path components, from the front-end file system system environments. A workload that exhibits a "90% cache and disk layout management to the back-end disk spatial locality" on a 50-GB drive should exhibit controller cache and on-disk caching. Various components meaningful behaviors when applied to a 100-GB drive.
generally exploit the temporal and spatial localities in scheduler. Commonly used stack and block distances [4] This research aims [18] .
Researchers have also studied tiered cache block distance is 3,000. Thus, the spatial locality of a management [3, 12, 22] , but their focus remained on workload is the average block distance for all references. improving I/O efficiency within a system, not on making A smaller average indicates a better spatial locality. measured effects comparable across workloads and Block distance is sensitive to the number of unique data environments.
objects referenced in a workload. Suppose workloads is crucial for many storage optimizations (e.g., (1) sequentially accessed disk blocks are stored caching) and thus is an essential characteristic to quantify.
contiguously [14] , (2) files stored in the same directory are One common metric to measure temporal locality is collocated [13] , and (3) disk blocks are prefetched, stack distance [17] , defined as the number of references to assuming that most accesses are sequential [16, 4] . Given unique data objects before referencing the same object.
these assumptions, the "spatial locality" of a workload is process in the trace. We sped up both traces by 32 times. The front-end reference stream data were captured on For data gathering, the front-end references were logged the server side. To extract file and directory block as the system replays. Each process kept its own list of numbers, we used debugf s provided by ext2. In files referenced and bytes accessed. On Affinities for combinations of end stack affinity was higher than expected, given that each temporal and spatial localities, at the front file sequentially accessed 256 4-KB blocks should result in end (before file system cache) and backend affinity -0.4. It turned out that repeated references to ext2 (before disk) of a storage data path. i-nodes and indirect index blocks improved the temporal affinity.
Overall: The dynamic range of affinity can capture However, the front-endtblock affinity was not as high as both high and low values for temporal and spatial the expected value, which would be close to 1 for all localities. Front-end stack affinity values tend to reflect the sequential accesses. This is because accessing a file also directory structure captured by the trace, while the back- Since the frequency of referencing popular files is is inversely correlated with the average orders of preserved, the synthesized load can preserve front-end magnitude changes in stack and block distances. The frontstack affinity. However, random shuffling of references end affinity values are in the mid-range, with high back-end degrades front-end block affinity significantly. The block affinity and low back-end stack affinity. In reference uniform distribution of references significantly increases to Figure 5 .1, the Web workload displays the case of low the number of references for many time intervals, resulting temporal and high spatial localities. The back-end stack in lower variance of affinities throughout. This uniformity affinity increases over time as compulsory misses taper, but also fails to capture how real world workloads can change its growth appears to be asymptotic. We confirmed that the significantly from hour to hour. compulsory misses within Web traces are more uniformly
The back-end stack affinity values diverge over time as scattered throughout the trace.
the number of back-end references decreases. Unlike the Figure 6 .2 shows affinities for the UCLA trace. The original trace, toward the end of the trace, we saw more front-end stack affinity was 0.74, which is higher than the repeated references to the popular blocks for timestamp FSU case. The variance of affinity typically reflects the updates, and fewer compulsory misses (Figure 7 .2). number of references. In this case, the UCLA front end has
The back-end and front-end block affinities shared eight times more references per interval than the FSU case.
similar initial values, reflecting initial compulsory misses. Also, front-end affinity numbers typically have a lower
The back-end block affinity then declined asymptotically to variance compared to the backend because the number of 0.20 as most directory and metadata blocks are cached 60 references in the backend tends to be orders of magnitude hours into the trace. lower than the front end due to caching. The front-end 1 block affinity was only 0.28, which is lower than the FSU A case, also with a lower variance. trace with randomly shuffled references.
In addition, the back-end affinity numbers reveal that performance numbers, since the scheduler performs no the front end and the backend of a system reach steady transformations on locality. 
